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The regulatory control on distance between
baiting stations varies from state to state.

Contact your Amgrow Specialty Ag territory
manager to receive advise on what stations
would suit your application and the distance
between each.
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A successful baiting program utilises three lines of defence:

In Focus - Tomcat

Perimeter control (around your fence line) 

Rats eat 30 grams food in 24 hours
Rats hoard food for weeks
Rats are sexually mature in 2-3 months 
Rats have 5-6 litters per year 
Rats have 6-12 pups per litter 
Rats are cautious of new objects 
Rats will range 50-100 metres from nest

Mice eat 3 grams food in 24 hours 
Mice do not hoard for weeks 
Mice are sexually mature in 1 month 
Mice have 8-11 litters per year 
Mice have 4-6 pups per litter 
Mice are curious and will investigate 
Mice will range 10 metres from nest
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DID YOU KNOW - Rats vs Mice

Exterior control (around the building) 

Interior control (inside the building)

Outdoor Baiting Program



16 food grade additives for increased palatability 
Low wax content 
Gnawing edges on the blox - a shape rodents like 
Extruded blox with poison throughout 
Blox have a hole through the middle so they can be secured with the station rods 
Suitable for outdoor use 
Fast acting, single feed application 
One block contains enough poison to kill more than 15 mice 
Baits are designed for both indoor and outdoor use 
Tomcat Bait Stations must be used in areas that are accessible to children or pets
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In Focus - Tomcat

Active ingredient is
bromadiolone 
Green for safety 
Use green blox when
baiting around pets
and sensitive areas

TOMCAT Bait Stations

Active ingredient is
brodifacoum 
Red for danger 
Use red when
increased rodent
pressure and for a fast
kill - 4 times more
toxic

Keep bait away from children, pets and other animals 
Keep baits fresher for longer 
Automatically locks when closed 
Easy access key comes with station 
Made of heavy duty plastic to withstand the toughest conditions 
For indoor and outdoor use Fixing points for added security 
Place along outside walls, internal skirting boards, gardens and sheds

Key Benefits of TOMCAT Blox

TOMCAT (GREEN) TOMCAT II (RED)


